NVG Trainer and Simulator

A unique NVG training and simulation tool

The Off Planet Simulation NVG Simulator presents Civilian and Military clients with a high-quality Virtual-Reality device for teaching and developing NVG skills.

Off Planet Simulation developed the NVG Simulator to bridge the gap between real-world flight and static demonstration. The simulators places trainees in a virtual environment with all the dynamic effects of NVG image intensification. Instructors have the capability to present failure modes to students in a controlled environment, developing the correct responses to equipment failures and emergency scenarios.

Reducing NVG training risks

Incorporating the NVG trainer into your NVIS training course allows students to develop key NVG skills prior to ground or flight training. SOP, battery changes and CRM for demanding operational sequences can be rehearsed with instant feedback and no risk.

Key Features & Benefits

- Exceptional Realism
- NVG SOP Procedures Training
- CRM Development
- Classroom and Field Deployable
- Compact installation
- Ground or Airborne Environments
- Binocular or Monocular
- Customised to your NVG configuration
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